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Abstract. Recently there has been a lot of interest in Cross Language Sentiment
Analysis (CLSA) using Machine Translation (MT) to facilitate Sentiment Anal-
ysis in resource deprived languages. The idea is to use the annotated resources of
one language (say,L1) for performing Sentiment Analysis in another language
(say,L2) which does not have annotated resources. The success of such a scheme
crucially depends on the availability of a MT system betweenL1 andL2. We
argue that such a strategy ignores the fact that a Machine Translation system is
much more demanding in terms of resources than a Sentiment Analysis engine.
Moreover, these approaches fail to take into account the divergence in the expres-
sion of sentiments across languages. We provide strong experimental evidence
to prove that even the best of such systems do not outperform asystem trained
using only a few polarity annotated documents in the target language. Having
a very large number of documents inL1 also does not help because most Ma-
chine Learning approaches converge (or reach a plateau) after a certain training
size (as demonstrated by our results). Based on our study, wetake the stand that
languages which have a genuine need for a Sentiment Analysisengine should
focus on collecting a few polarity annotated documents in their language instead
of relying on CLSA.

1 Introduction

In these times of multilingual information processing, there is a keen interest in bringing
NLP capability to resource deprived languages by leveraging the resources of a rich
language. This is true in the case of Sentiment Analysis (SA)also, where, polarity
annotated documents in one language are used for building a SA engine for another
language through the instrument of Machine Translation [1]. This task is known as
Cross Language Sentiment Analysis (CLSA) wherein the following steps are commonly
observed:

1. The polarity marked documents of a resource rich languageL1 are translated toL2

2. An SA machineM is trained on these translated documents
3. M is then applied to a test documentD of languageL2 to detect its polarity

Another alternative is to (i) train a SA machineM for the resource rich languageL1 (ii)
given a documentD in L2, first translate it toL1 and (iii) applyM to this translatedD



to detect its polarity. However, the first alternative is better because it does not involve
any translation at test time and hence has lesser test-time complexity and cost (it just
has a fixed training time cost).

We claim with quantitative analysis that MT based CLSA at document level is fun-
damentally not a sound idea. One will instead do better by investing in creatingdirect
resources for sentiment analysis. More explicitly, we say that ”if you want to do senti-
ment analysis in your language and have a limited amount of money, spend the money
in creating polarity marked documents for your language, instead of using MT and then
doing CLSA”.

Our focus is on document level SA wherein documents are classified into polarity
classes (positive and negative) [2]. It is obvious that a case for developing sentiment
analysis engine exists for a given language, if many polar documents (e.g., product or
movie reviews) are available in electronic form in that language. Given such documents,
the effort in annotating them with correct polarity is very little, especially compared to
the effort in building an MT system needed for CLSA. For example, it is possible for a
single lexicographer to annotate 500 reviews with correct polarity using minimal effort1.
Our experiments suggest that 500 polarity annotated reviews are sufficient for building
a good SA engine for a language (see section 5). Any additional document produces
very marginal gain-the proverbial case of saturation (see Figure 12 which shows that
this happens for three different languages).

Given that the effort involved in collecting polarity annotated documents is quite
small, the next question is of performance. We define this performance of a SA engine
in terms of its sentiment classification accuracy. Our experiments involving 4 languages
suggest that the performance of a SA engine trained usingin-language polarity anno-
tated documents is better than that obtained using CLSA (seesection 5). This is not
contrary to intuition, and the reasons are not far to seek:

1. Training a sentiment analysis engine on the own-languagecorpus ensures that di-
vergences due to cultural differences between two languages are minimal.

2. MT systems are not very accurate and as a result there is always noise in the polarity
annotated documents translated from the source language.

We substantiate our arguments by extensive evaluation of well-established CLSA tech-
niques (described in section 3) for four languages,viz., English, French, German and
Russian.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss related
work on CLSA. In section 3 we present the CLSA approaches employed in our work.
Section 4 describes the experimental setup and datasets used for evaluation. In section
5 we present the results, followed by discussions in section6. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

1 For instance, the authors of this paper were able to annotate50 reviews with their correct
polarity in 1 hour. It would thus take 10 hours to annotate 500documents with their respec-
tive polarity labels. Compare this effort with the effort required to collect or generate parallel
corpora for creating an SMT system, which is much larger



2 Related Work

To reduce the need of developing annotated resources for SA in multiple languages,
cross-lingual approaches [3–6] have been proposed. To use the model trained onL1 on
the test data fromL2, a Machine Translation (MT) system or a bilingual dictionary is
used for transfer between the two languages.

In [6], a cross-lingual approach based on Structured Correspondence Learning (SCL)
was proposed, which aims at eliminating the noise introduced due to faulty translations
by finding a common low dimensional representation shared bythe two languages. In
[7], lexicon based and supervised approaches for cross language sentiment classifica-
tion are compared. Their results show that lexicon based approaches perform better. In
[3] and [4], cross-lingual methods which exploit existing tools and resources in English
to perform subjectivity analysis in Romanian are proposed.

The state of the art in CLSA is an approach based on co-training. For example,
in [5] labeled English data and unlabeled Chinese data was used to perform sentiment
classification in Chinese. Here, the English features and the Chinese features are con-
sidered as two different views of the same document (one viewis formed by English
features and the other view is formed by Chinese features extracted after translating
the document). Two classifiers are trained using these two views, and each classifier is
then applied to the unlabeled Chinese data. The instances which get tagged with high
confidence by both the classifiers are then added to the initial training data. Note that
the approach requires two MT systems (L1 → L2 andL2 → L1).

Most, if not all, of the above methods advocate that even a lowquality transla-
tion engine is adequate for performing CLSA. Our experiments involving 4 languages
and 24 combinations of source-target pairs suggest that this argument is not correct.
Further, we believe that it is hard to capture sentiment in a language using documents
in another language, because of the disparate ways in which sentiments are expressed
across languages, a result of cultural diversity amongst different languages. A good
example, which we found in our data is that English users use the word ‘suck’ fre-
quently to express negative opinion (as in ‘This X sucks’ where X could refer to a
movie, actor, director,etc). However, the translation of ‘This X sucks’ (which contains
the French wordsuce/sucer/succion) was never seen in the French corpus. This suggests
that French speakers do not use the equivalent of ‘This X sucks’ to express negative sen-
timent. Hence, training an English SA by translating training documents from French
would most likely not work on an English documents if the word‘sucks’ is the only
negative sentiment bearing word in the document.

3 CLSA Techniques we Use

Depending on the available tools and resources, (viz., annotated corpus inL1, MT be-
tweenL1 andL2, bilingual dictionary, unannotated corpus inL2, we discuss four es-
tablished methods [4, 3, 5] of performing document level CLSA.

1. Resource richL1 helps resource disadvantagedL2 using MT (MT-X): Build a
Sentiment Analysis system forL2 by leveraging the annotated resources ofL1 and a



Machine Translation (MT) system fromL1 to L2. The approach is outlined in Algo-
rithm 1:

Algorithm 1 MT-X
LD1 := Polarity annotated data fromL1

LD′

2 := translateUsingMT
L2

L1

(LD1)

φ := model trained usingLD′

2

test(φ, testDocumentL2
)

MT-X stands for “a resource rich languageX assists a target language usingMT”.

2. Resource rich language helps a resource disadvantaged language using a bilin-
gual dictionary (BD-X): Here, the aim is same as above, but instead of using a MT
system, a bilingual dictionary (BD)2 is used for translating polarity annotated docu-
ments fromL1 to L2. This method thus caters to situations where a MT system is not
available for a language pair. Every word in anL1 document is replaced by its trans-
lation inL2 as found in a bilingual dictionary. The approach is outlinedin Algorithm
2:

Algorithm 2 BD-X
LD1 := Polarity annotated data fromL1

LD′

2 := translateUsingBiDict
L2

L1

(LD1)

φ := model trained usingLD′

2

test(φ, testDocumentL2
)

BD-X stands for “a resource rich languageX assists a target language using a bilingual
dictionary (BD)”.
3. Multiple resource rich languages assist a resource deprived language using MT
(MMT-X):

Here, instead of using the labeled data available in one language, we use the labeled
data available in multiple resource rich languages to help aresource deprived language.
MMT-XYZ stands for “Multiple resource rich languagesX, Y and Z assist a target lan-
guage using Machine Translation (MT)”.

4. Co-Training (CoTr-X): Here, a co-training based approach is used which harnesses
the unlabeled data inL2. The steps involved in this algorithm are as follows:

Training

2 BD is created by taking all the unique words present in the resource disadvantaged language
and translating them at word-level to resource rich language using Microsoft’s online transla-
tion services (http://www.bing.com/translator).



Algorithm 3 MMT-XYZ
LD′

2 := empty
n := number of assisting languages (n > 1)
for i = 1 → n do

LDi := Polarity annotated data fromLi

LD′

2 := LD′

2 + translateUsingMT
L2

Li

(LDi)
end for
φ := model trained usingLD′

2

test(φ, testDocumentL2
)

– Step 1: Translate annotated data (LD1) fromL1 toL2 (LD′

2) using an MT system.
– Step 2: Translate unannotated data (UD2) from L2 to L1 (UD′

1) using an MT sys-
tem.

– Step 3: Train modelsθ1 andθ2 usingLD1 andLD′

2 respectively.
– Step 4: Useθ1 andθ2 to label the reviews inUD′

1 andUD2 respectively.
– Step 5: Find p positive andn negative reviews fromUD′

1 which were labeled with
the highest confidence byθ1. Add these toLD1 and add their translations toLD′

2.
– Step 5: Find p positive andn negative reviews fromUD2 which were labeled with

the highest confidence byθ2. Add these toLD′

2 and add their translations toLD1.
– Step 6: Repeat Steps 1 to 5 fori iterations.

Testing

– Step 7: Test data from fromL2 usingθ2.

The basic idea here is to treatLD1 andLD′

2 as two different views of the same data.
The unlabeled instances which are classified with a high confidence by a classifier
trained on one view can then help to improve the classifier trained on the other view.
Note thatCoTr-X stands for “a resource rich languageX assists a target language using
Co-Training.” Two MT systems (L1 → L2 andL2 → L1) are needed for this approach
thus making it heavily dependent on MT systems.

4 Experimental Setup

We performed an extensive evaluation using four languages,viz., English, French, Ger-
man and Russian. We downloaded movie reviews for English, French and Germanfrom
IMDB3. The reviews for these languages were downloaded separately and randomly.
Reviews with rating greater than 7 (out of 10) were labeled aspositive. and those with
the rating of less than 3 were labeled as negative. We ignoredreviews having ratings
between 3-7 as we found them to be ambiguous. For Russian, since we did not find
enough movie review data, we focused on book reviews [8], a domain closely related
to movie reviews4.

3 http://www.imdb.com, http://www.imdb.fr, http://www.imdb.de
4 This gave us chance to study cross domain CLSA



We collected 3000 positive and 3000 negative reviews for English, French and Ger-
man and 500 positive and 500 negative reviews for Russian. The data in each language
was translated to all of the other 3 languages using the Bing5 translation service. We did
not use Google translate because the APIs are no longer freely available. Even though
we collected upto 3000 positive and 3000 negative reviews, we found that in almost all
cases the performance showed saturation after 400 documents.

We report CLSA results by increasing the training documentsin thesource language
L1 from 50 to 400 in steps of 50. The number of test documents in each language were
200 (i.e., 100 positive and 100 negative reviews). Further, to ensurethat our results
are not biased to a particular training set and test set we created 10 different sets of
400 positive and negative reviews in each language as well as10 different sets of 100
positive and negative reviews in each language. Training set 1 in L1 was then used
to perform CLSA on test set 1 inL2. We repeated this procedure with all the 10 sets
and reported the average accuracy obtained over the 10 sets (similar to 10 fold cross
validation albeit in a cross language setting).

We used SVM as the classifier because it is known to give the best results for sen-
timent classification [2]. Specifically, we used C-SVM (linear kernel with parameters
optimized over training set using 5 fold cross validation) available as a part of the Lib-
SVM6 package. The feature set comprises of unigrams extracted from the seed labeled
data. We also experimented with bigram features but did not find much difference in
the performance. Further, using higher n-grams features would be unfair to the CLSA
systems because most existing MT systems do not produce translations having a good
syntactic structure. Hence, we stick to unigram features inthis work.

5 Results

The results of our experiments are presented in Figures 1 to 12. Figure 1 compares
the performance ofMT-X, BD-X andMMT-XYZ using different source languages and
English as the target language. Figures 2, 3 and 4 present thesame comparison with
French, German and Russian as the target language. Next, we also wanted to see if
one or more resource rich languages can help in improving theperformance of another
resource rich language (as opposed to assisting a resource poor language). To test this
we usedk polarity annotated documents from the target language and addedk polarity
annotated documents each translated from one or more sourcelanguages. These re-
sults are presented in Figures 5 to 8. For ease of understanding and representation, we
report the overall accuracy over both positive and negativetest documents. In all the
graphs, we use the following language codes for representing languages:En→English,
Fr→French, Ge→German andRu→Russian. Along the X-axis, we represent the num-
ber of documents used for training and along the Y-axis we represent the accuracy. To
help the reader in interpreting the graphs we explain the different curves in Figure 1
and Figure 5 with English as the target language. The curves in the other graphs can be
interpreted similarly.

5 http://www.microsofttranslator.com/
6 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm
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Fig. 4. Comparing the performance of dif-
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– Self : The accuracy obtained by training a sentiment analysis engine using polarity
annotated documents in the target language itself.

– MT-Fr : The accuracy obtained by training a sentiment analysis engine using the
polarity annotated documents translated from French (Fr) to English using MT.

– BD-Fr : The accuracy obtained by training a sentiment analysis engine using the
polarity annotated documents translated from French (Fr) to English using a bilingual
dictionary.

– MMT-FrGe : The accuracy obtained by training a sentiment analysis engine using
the polarity annotated documents translated from French (Fr) and German (Ge) to
English using MT.

– MMT-FrGeRu : The accuracy obtained by training a sentiment analysis engine us-
ing the polarity annotated documents translated from French (Fr), German (Ge) and
Russian (Ru) to English using MT.



– Self + MMT-FrGeRu : This curve in Figure5-8 plots the accuracy obtained by train-
ing a sentiment analysis engine using the polarity annotated documents in English
plus the polarity annotated documents translated from French (Fr), German (Ge) and
Russian (Ru) to English using a MT system.

– CoTr-Fr : This curve in Figure 9 plots the accuracy obtained by training a sentiment
analysis engine using the Co-Training approach which uses the polarity annotated
documents in French plus the unannotated documents in English.

6 Discussions

In this section, we discuss some important observations made from our evaluation.

1. In-language sentiment analysis clearly outperformscross language sentiment
analysis: We first compare the performance ofMT-X andBD-X with Self. In all the
graphs (see Figures 1 to 4), the curve ofMT-X andBD-X is much below the curve of
Self. Specifically, if we compare the performance obtained by using 400 (positive and
negative) in-language documents (i.e., Self ) with that obtained using 400 (positive and
negative) cross-language documents, the performance ofSelf is better thanMT-X by 8-
10%. The same difference betweenSelf andBD-X is much higher. The poor results for
BD-X suggest that a strategy that simply uses word based translations and ignores the
syntactic and semantic structure performs poorly. Thus, the argument that even a very
low quality translation engine which ignores syntactic andsemantic structure suffices
for cross language sentiment analysis does not seem to hold true.

Next, we wanted to see if using data from multiple assisting languages as opposed
to a single assisting language can help. The intuition was that taking training exam-
ples from multiple languages would increase the diversity in the collection and perhaps
be a better strategy for cross language sentiment analysis.However, the results here
are not consistent. In some cases, using cross-language data from multiple assisting
languages, performs better than taking data from a single assisting language while in
other cases it does not. For example, in Figure 1 taking a total of 400 documents from
French, German and Russian (MMT-FrGeRu) performs better than individually using
400 documents from French or Russian(MT-Fr, MT-Ru). On the other hand,MT-Ru per-
forms better thanMMT-FrGeRu. However, for all the target languages, the results are
in agreement with the stand taken in this paper,i.e., the performance of cross language
sentiment analysis using single/multiple assisting language/languages is lower when
compared to in-language sentiment analysis.

2. Does having unannotated data in the target language help?
We wanted to check the importance of unannotated data in the target language. Over
all Co-Training seems to be the best CLSA technique, but, in general, it still does not
outperform in-language sentiment analysis(Figure 9-11).Specifically, at small train-
ing sizes (50, 100), Co-Training does better than in language sentiment analysis but as
the training size increases in-language Sentiment Analysis performs better than CLSA.
These results contradict previously made claims that CLSA using Co-Training clearly
outperforms in-language SA. Further, it should be noted that Co-Training requires (1)
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two MT systems and (2) untagged corpus inL2. As mentioned earlier, if untagged doc-
uments are already available inL2 then the effort involved in annotating them is much
less than the effort involved in building two MT systems.

3. Additional data from other languages does not improve theperformance of in-
language sentiment analysis:Figures 5 to 8 suggest that in the presence of annotated
data in the target language, adding additional data from other languages harms the per-
formance. For all the target languages, the performance ofSelf is always better thanSelf
+ MT-X or Self + MMT-XYZ. There could be two possible reasons why the additional
training data from other languages harms the performance. Firstly, the translations ob-
tained using the MT system maybe erroneous and thereby add noise to the training
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process. One reason of for this is the incorrect spellings present in the reviews which
can affect the translation quality but probably may not affect the self training because
the same incorrect spellings may be present in the test set. Secondly, there might be cul-
tural differences in the manner in which sentiment is expressed in different languages.
For example, in some languages double negation is a common phenomenon. A unigram
feature based Cross Language Sentiment Analysis trained ina language where such a
phenomenon is rare may harm the classification accuracy. These differences again make
the training data noisy leading to poor learning and consequently poor performance.

4. How much in-language data does one really need?
The answer to this question is important for making an informed choice regarding the
number of documents needed to get a reasonably good accuracyin a language. Specif-



ically, we are interested in the number of documents beyond which the marginal gain
in accuracy is negligible. To do so, we plotted the accuracies obtained using increasing
amounts of data in the target language. We varied the training data size from 50 to 2500
in steps of 50 and observed that for all the three languages the knee of the curve is
obtained at a training size of around 500 documents (we couldnot run this experiment
for Russian as we had only 400 documents in Russian). Beyond this training size the
marginal gain in accuracy is very small.

5. A note on truly resource scarce scenarios:Our experiments on CLSA were done
using European languages which are politically and commercially important. As a re-
sult, the SMT systems available for these languages are of comparatively higher quality
than those available for many other widely used languages. For example, consider some
widely spoken languages like Hindi, Pashto, Punjabi, Sundanese, Hausa, Marathi, Gu-
jarati, etc, which have a native speaker base of more than 25 million people7. Good
quality translation engines are not available for these languages. The results obtained
for European languages which have good MT systems suggests that such CLSA systems
have very less hope in truly resource deprived scenarios. Further for many languages
MT systems are not available at all. For example, to the best of our knowledge,no
translation engines are publicly available for Pashto, Sundanese, Hausa, Marathi and
Punjabi.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We performed an exhaustive evaluation using four languagesand different configura-
tions centered around harnessing MT for Cross Language Sentiment Analysis. Our ex-
perimental results show that a system developed usingin-language data performs much
better than one developed on cross-language data. Two main reasons for the better per-
formance are (i) CLSA fails to capture the cultural divergence between languages with
respect to expression of sentiments and (ii) MT systems are not very accurate and hence
introduce noise in the training data. Further, our study falsifies the claim that a crude
translation using bilingual dictionary suffices to performSA in the target language. We
also observed that in the presence of training data in a language, adding additional data
from other languages actually harms the performance. We would like to emphasize that
our experiments were performed on languages which are commercially dominant and
hence have much better MT systems than a host of other languages. The poor perfor-
mance of CLSA in the presence of such better quality MT systems gives rise to the
following question:if there is a genuine interest in developing sentiment analysis en-
gines for these languages then isn’t it wiser to invest in collecting polarity annotated
documents than to rely on a MT system which is much more complex and hard to ob-
tain?

7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Listof languagesby number of native speakers
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